
FAILING If one hand the documenting subject believes that going bringing his

project back to his native land is the end of his odyssey as well as may have

healing effect for a much decadent situation, he also believes that easily this

decadence can also drags him down beside isolating him.

PERFECTING  The  documenting  subject  has  mastered  not  so  much  a  perfect

representation  but  rather  a  perfect  way  to  communicate  a  life  without

pretentiousness this letting life itself prevail avoiding career paths and being

always close to natural procreation.

MAXIMIZING The documenting subject's operation seems to be a way to take advantage

of the very situations the most of people would consider a burden such as for

instance babysitting his kids and getting ideas and making drawings with them.

FREE The documenting subject has been fortunate to grow in unfortunate conditions

with a broken family and in a broken country which have in fact allowed him the

possibility on not being enrolled and part take in them but have created the

premises to have the time to develop his project.

DIRTY The documenting subject is left doing all the dirty job of documenting

reality  with  his  contemporaries  to  entangled  with  vane  contribution  to  an

increasingly sealed establishment.

COMPLETE By giving way to his intuition the documenting subject's project has

grown into a fully mature creature wiyh as much as a voice and perhaps also a way

to be autonomous from the very documenting subject.

NORMAL The documenting subject has come to believe that there is an insider art of

those who are instrumentalized by establishments to produce culture for their sake

but there is not such a thing as outsider art as that is based on an instinct that

naturally arises among folk in any community.

ULYSSES-LIKE The documenting subject has always felt at times very close to at

least bring the whole of his project back to his native land and at times very far

with all sort of forces keeping him away such his mother's new family and the

hunter  community  making  his  return  possible  only  after  a  long  and  patient

endurance lasting decades.


